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Lecture goals

• Why do we need meaning and context?


• What is a topic vector (DTM - document term matrix)?


• LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis)


• LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis)


• COM (Co-occurrence matrix)
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What do we have, what do we missed so far?

The TF-IDF vectors helped you estimate the importance of words in a chunk of text in a document collection. 
TF-IDF importance scores worked not only for words, but also for short sequences of words, n-grams.


These importance scores are great for searching text if you know the exact words or n-grams you’re 
looking for.


You used normalization approaches such as stemming and lemmatization to collect together under a single 
token words with similar spellings, and often similar meanings. You labeled each of these small collections of 
words, with their lemma or stem, and then you processed these new tokens instead of the original words.


• This approach keep similarly spelled, but not necessarily with similar meaning, words together and process 
together.


• For obvious reasons it definitely failed to pair up synonyms. What's more, lemmatization and stemming 
sometimes may erroneously lump together antonyms.


In consequence


• two chunks of text that talk about the same thing but use different words will not be close to each other in TF-
IDF vector space model;


• and conversely, two TF-IDF vectors that are close to each other aren’t similar in meaning at all.



What do we have, what do we missed so far?

• Homonyms - Words with the same spelling and 
pronunciation, but different meanings.


• Zeugma - Use of two meanings of a word simultaneously 
in the same sentence.


• Homographs - Words spelled the same, but with different 
pronunciations and meanings.


• Homophones - Words with the same pronunciation, but 
different spellings and meanings.



What do we have, what do we missed so far?

In short, we have importance but we need meaning.


Please, have in mind that machines we use today can only compute 
meaning, not figure out meaning. So we still need an algorithm 
(numerical algorithm) to get meaning. Being more precisely, we want 
to score somehow the meanings (the topics) that words are used 
for.


Usually the number of topics you need for your model to capture the 
meaning of your documents is far less than the number of words in 
the vocabulary of your TF-IDF vectors. So it's not surprising that very 
often topic centric algorithms are referred to as a dimension reduction 
techniques or they used some dimension reduction techniques.



What is our goal?

• So you need a way to extract some additional information, meaning, from word statistics.


• You need a better estimate of what the words in a document signify.


• And you need to know what that combination of words means in a particular document.


• You’d like to represent that meaning with a vector that’s like a TF-IDF vector, but more compact 
and more meaningful.


• We call these compact meaning vectors topic vectors.


• You’re going to use the correlation of normalized term frequencies with each other to group 
words together in topics to define the dimensions of your new topic vectors.


• You can add and subtract the topic vectors you’ll compute in this chapter just like any other 
vector. Only this time the sums and differences mean a lot more than they did with TF-IDF 
vectors. It would be nice if you could do some math operation on those vectors, that belong 
together in a topic, to create a new number to represent the amount of that topic in a 
document...


• Numerical representation of the semantics (meaning) of words and sentences can be tricky.



In the search of meaning



An idea
Scoring topics by hand

Assume you have some TF-IDF vector for a particular document. Your 
goal is to convert that frequency vector to a topic vector.


You can think about how much each word contributes to your 
topics.


To make our thought experiment assume we have a sentence 
(document) about XYZ and we will focus on three topics covered there. 
Call this topics T1, T2 and T3 and assume that there are 5 words which 
is worth to care about: w1, w2, w3, w4 and w5.


Using common sense instead of computers we can create 
corresponding topic model like this (see next slide).




An idea
Scoring topics by hand
topic = {}  
tfidf = dict()  
 
# BEGIN Compute TF-IDF  
# Do some computations here  
# END Compute TF-IDF  
 
# Calculate topic vectors  
topic['T1'] = (  
 0.7 * tfidf['w1'] +  
 0.8 * tfidf['w2'] +  
 0.3 * tfidf['w3'] +  
 0.0 * tfidf['w4'] +  
-0.9 * tfidf['w5'])

topic['T2'] = (  
 0.3 * tfidf['w1'] +  
 0.1 * tfidf['w2'] +  
-0.1 * tfidf['w3'] +  
 0.4 * tfidf['w4'] +  
 0.2 * tfidf['w5'])

topic['T3'] = (  
-0.3 * tfidf['w1'] +  
 0.8 * tfidf['w2'] +  
 0.1 * tfidf['w3'] +  
 0.8 * tfidf['w4'] +  
 0.9 * tfidf['w5'])  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



An idea
Scoring topics by hand
• To calculate topic model you added up the word frequencies (TF-IDF values) that might be somehow related to each of your 

topics.


• To model what somehow means, you weighted the word frequencies by how likely the word is associated with a topic. 


• You do even more, as for words that might be talking about something that is in some sense the opposite of your topic you 
subtract these weighted word frequencies.


• Mathematically, to get topic vector for a document we do the following steps


1. Calculate TF-IDF vector (in our case we have column vectors with 5 components or equivalently 5 x 1 matrix); we will 
denote it by  (frequency).


2. Calculate weights matrix (in our case we have 3 x 5 matrix as we have 3 topics and 5 words); we will denote it by .


3. Calculate topic vector  (in our case this would be 3 x 1 matrix) as: .


 
In previous lecture we have shown how step 1 could be completed. Now we are going to show, how we can complete 
step 2. 
 




This way we have words to topic relation


• each topic is expressed in terms of words;


• we know words best suit each topic. 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An idea
Scoring topics by hand
This way we have words to topic relation (DTM - document 
term matrix, if we identify each document with its main 
topic)


• each topic is expressed in terms of words;


• we know words best suit each topic.


Our goal is quite different (opposite) - we need meaning, so 
we need words expressed in terms of topics.



An idea
Scoring topics by hand
topic = {}  
tfidf = dict()  
 
# BEGIN Compute TF-IDF vectors  
# Do some computations here  
# END Compute TF-IDF vectors  
 
# Calculate topic vectors  
topic['T1'] = (  
 0.7 * tfidf['w1'] +  
 0.8 * tfidf['w2'] +  
 0.3 * tfidf['w3'] +  
 0.0 * tfidf['w4'] +  
-0.9 * tfidf['w5'])

topic['T2'] = (  
 0.3 * tfidf['w1'] +  
 0.1 * tfidf['w2'] +  
-0.1 * tfidf['w3'] +  
 0.4 * tfidf['w4'] +  
 0.2 * tfidf['w5'])

topic['T3'] = (  
-0.3 * tfidf['w1'] +  
 0.8 * tfidf['w2'] +  
 0.1 * tfidf['w3'] +  
 0.8 * tfidf['w4'] +  
 0.9 * tfidf['w5'])  
 
 
 

word = {}  
topic = dict()  
 
# BEGIN Compute topic vectors  
# Do some computations here  
# END Compute topic vectors

# Calculate word vectors (meaning)  
word['w1'] = (  
 0.7 * topic['T1'] +  
 0.3 * topic['T2'] +  
-0.3 * topic['T3'])  
 
word['w2'] = (  
 0.8 * topic['T1'] +  
 0.1 * topic['T2'] +  
 0.8 * topic['T3'])  
 
word['w3'] = (  
 0.3 * topic['T1'] +  
-0.1 * topic['T2'] +  
 0.1 * topic['T3'])  
 
word['w4'] = (  
 0.0 * topic['T1'] +  
 0.4 * topic['T2'] +  
 0.8 * topic['T3'])  
 
word['w5'] = (  
-0.9 * topic['T1'] +  
 0.2 * topic['T2'] +  
 0.9 * topic['T3'])



An algorithm for scoring topics

• To compute the topics for words we should try to find all 
friended words, that is words which belong (appear) together in 
sentences or documents. So in the most straightforward 
approach you will count co-occurrences in the same document. 
And happily you have exactly what you need to complete that 
job: you can use both bag-of-words (BOW) and TF-IDF vectors.


• LSA (latent semantic analysis or sometimes latent semantic 
indexing) is an algorithm to analyze your TF-IDF matrix to gather 
up words into topics.



LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis)
"Simple" LSA

• LDA is one of the most straightforward and fast dimension reduction and classification algorithm. It allow us 
to distinguish documents among two (mutually exclusive) classes: positive or negative opinion, span or non-
spam emails, good or bad weather description, etc.


• An LDA classifier is a supervised algorithm, so before you start you have to correctly label every document.


• The model training procedure has only three simple and non-iterative steps (so it's easy to predict execution 
time):


1. Compute the average position (centroid) of all the TF-IDF vectors within the class (such as good 
weather description); call it positive class.


2. Compute the average position (centroid) of all the TF-IDF vectors not in the class (such as bad 
weather description); call it negative class.


3. Compute the vector difference between the centroids (the line that connects them).


To do inference or prediction with that model, you just need to find out if a new TF-IDF vector representing 
yet unclassified document is closer to the positive centroid or negative centroid. 
 
In practice we calculated that distance by projecting each new TF-IDF vector onto line between the 
centroids using the dot product.




Math reminder
Dot product properties
• Algebraic definition 
 
The dot product of two vectors  and  is defined as: 
 




• Geometric definition 
 
The dot product of two Euclidean vectors  and  is defined by 
 

, 
 
where  is the angle between  and .


• Scalar projection 
 
The scalar projection (or scalar component) of a Euclidean vector  in the direction of a Euclidean vector  is given by 
 

, 
 
where  is the angle between  and . 
 

From geometric definition we have 
 

. 
 
So if we have multiple vectors  projected in the direction of the same Euclidean vector , then magnitude of a vector  ( ) is 
a constant multiplayer and can be not take into account if everything we care about are rather relative properties of projected 
vectors than their real values (for example we don't care about real magnitude of vectors - we only want to know which 
projection has the greatest value).

a = [a1, a2, …, an] b = [b1, b2, …, bn]

a ⋅ b =
n

∑
i=1

aibi = a1b1 + a2b2 + ⋯ + anbn

a b

a ⋅ b = ∥a∥ ∥b∥ cos θ

θ a b

a b

ab = a cos θ

θ a b

ab =
a ⋅ b
∥b∥

a b b ∥b∥



Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Code

• Code


• Before we start, we need some training data 
representing two mutually exclusive classes, one 
denoted as positive and second as negative.


• data/lecture_05_commands.txt - command line 
commands to prepare data.


• lecture_05_01_01.py - Implement LDA.



Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Where is the meaning
From LDA we have

               word1  word2  word3  word4  
positiveness                   
!positiveness                 

where  is an accumulated value of (unknown) weight  multiplied by a  or 
 (which is also unknown) corresponding only to a topic  and word .


We can calculate  collecting all documents of topic  into one and then 
computing TFIDF or BOW for it.


To find weight we can


.

vp1 vp2 vp3 vp4
vn1 vn2 vn3 vn4

vtw wtw tfidftw
bowtw t w

tfidftw t

wtw =
vtw

tfidftw

positive_centroid

negative_centroid



Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Code

• Code


• lecture_05_01_02.py - Using LDA to get 
meaning of positiveness. Based on the previous slide 
we will find words  with the highest  for 

 and separately for .
w vtw

t = positiveness t = !positiveness



Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Where is the meaning
From LDA we have

               word1  word2  word3  word4  
positiveness                   
!positiveness                 

where  is an accumulated value of (unknown) weight  multiplied by a  or 
 (which is also unknown) corresponding only to a topic  and word .


We can calculate  collecting all documents of topic  into one and then 
computing TFIDF or BOW for it.


To find weight we can


vp1 vp2 vp3 vp4
vn1 vn2 vn3 vn4

vtw wtw tfidftw
bowtw t w

tfidftw t

wtw =
vtw

tfidftw

positive_centroid

negative_centroid

acceptable, to discard (stop word), questionable
 
   great good  works battery tender wipers the   for   best  wiper  excellent charger blades it    a     and   product
 p 0.079 0.049 0.048 0.045   0.042  0.041  0.039 0.037 0.033 0.033  0.028     0.028   0.026  0.024 0.023 0.021 0.02

   not   it    but   a       for    idea   work  poor  the   doesnt i         foam    and    fail  of    what  does    
!p 0.073 0.034 0.03  0.028   0.026  0.026  0.025 0.023 0.022 0.021  0.02      0.02    0.02   0.02  0.018 0.017 0.017



Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Where is the meaning

acceptable, to discard (stop word), questionable
 
   great good  works battery tender wipers the   for   best  wiper  excellent charger blades it    a     and   product
 p 0.079 0.049 0.048 0.045   0.042  0.041  0.039 0.037 0.033 0.033  0.028     0.028   0.026  0.024 0.023 0.021 0.02

   not   it    but   a       for    idea   work  poor  the   doesnt i         foam    and    fail  of    what  does    
!p 0.073 0.034 0.03  0.028   0.026  0.026  0.025 0.023 0.022 0.021  0.02      0.02    0.02   0.02  0.018 0.017 0.017

great	 means "positive" to degree 0.079

good	 means "positive" to degree 0.049

works	 means "positive" to degree 0.048


not	 means "not positive" to degree 0.073

poor	 means "not positive" to degree 0.023

doesnt	 means "not positive" to degree 0.021




Into the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)

With this simple approach we are able to find 1D semantic vector, called also 
semantic score, because it is just a number.


It's enough for some tasks, but our goal is to find multidimensional semantic 
vectors.


As we know, using SVD any matrix can be by decomposed into three simpler 
matrices. You can apply this decomposition to TF-IDF document-term matrix. 
Next you can truncate matrices obtained during decomposition, which 
reduces the number of dimensions you have to deal with in your vector 
space model. For obvious reasons these truncated matrices don’t give the 
exact same TF-IDF matrix you started with.  It may be surprising, but they 
give you a better one because this new representation of the documents 
contains the essence, the latent semantics of those documents thanks to 
ignoring the noise. This way you will reveal the meaning hidden in 
documents.



Into the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)

Latent semantic analysis LSA is a NLP technique based on SVD (or equivalently 
on PCA) for finding the best way to linearly transform (rotate and stretch) any set 
of NLP vectors in such a way that new vectors will have the biggest possible 
variance (spread).


As transformation is selected the way it is the best one, if for some dimension 
variance is very low, it means  that it doesn't contribute much to the variance 
and in consequence can be eliminated as negligible.


The basis vectors of the rotated space define the axes of this new vector 
space and are analogous to topic vectors we have previously create by hand.


Each of dimensions (axes) becomes a combination of word frequencies, so you 
can think of them as the weighted combinations of words that make up various 
topics.




LSA with SVD
From theoretical part of SVD decomposition we know that any  real matrix  (it may be also a 
BOW term-document matrix or a TF-IDF term document matrix) can be decomposed into the 
following form





where  is an  matrix,  is an  rectangular diagonal matrix with non-negative real 
numbers on the diagonal, and  is an  matrix.


• The left singular matrix  is the term-document (term-topic) matrix that tells you about co-
ocurences of a words (  is the cross-correlation between words and topics based on word co-
occurrence in the same document). Initially  has the same number of rows (corresponding to 
words) and columns (corresponding to topics - at the beginning each word "defines" one topic; 
this will change after matrix truncating). Each cell of the  matrix represent how important each 
word is to each topic. This is exactly what you have seen in the introductory part to this lecture. 
 
This means it can be used as a transformation to convert any word-document  type vector 
(for example a TFIDF vector or a BOW vector) into a topic-document vector. You simply multiply 
topic-word matrix  by any word-document column vector to get a new topic-document vector.


• The singular values, gathered in the form of  matrix, tell you how much information is captured 
by each dimension in your new semantic (topic) vector space.


• The right singular matrix  measures how often documents use the same topics in your semantic 
model. It has the same number of rows and columns.

m × n A

A = UΣVT

U m × m Σ m × n
V n × n

U
U

U

U

U

S

VT



LSA meaning

Meaning in this case is a little bit tricky. We have no real 
meaning but we can say which document describes best 
each word. This way, collecting all words best described by a 
given document we can assign all of them to one topic (the 
topic related with this document; topic which corresponds to 
the main idea of that document).


Later we will start with as many topics as there will be words. 
Next we will reduce number of topics - we will compress topic 
space. In such a case (after dimension reduction) topics will 
become undefined. We will have dependency on topics but 
have no idea what about they are. This is one of the 
challenges of LSA - making sense of the topics.



LSA meaning

documents = ['a b c d',

             'c d e f',

             'e f g h']

DTM - document term matrix; rows = documents, 
columns = term


            a  b  c  d  e  f  g  h

document_0  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  0

document_1  0  0  1  1  1  1  0  0

document_2  0  0  0  0  1  1  1  1

TDM - term (token) document matrix; rows = 
terms, columns = documents


   document_0  document_1  document_2

a       -0.19        0.35       -0.46

b       -0.19        0.35       -0.46

c       -0.46        0.35        0.19

d       -0.46        0.35        0.19

e       -0.46       -0.35        0.19

f       -0.46       -0.35        0.19

g       -0.19       -0.35       -0.46

h       -0.19       -0.35       -0.46



LSA with SVD
Code

• Code 
Before we start, we need some training data. In this case 
we may have more than two classes or even we may have 
no classes at all as this is not supervised method.


• lecture_05_02_00.py - general idea.


• lecture_05_02_01.py - homework. Do what we did 
for LDA - get some corpus (set of document) and find 
topics and meaning of words.



In the search of context



In the search of context

None of previously studied representation (BOW, TF-IDF, 
LDA, LSA) do not capture the context.


As a context we understand "position" in sentence, co-
occurrences in the document while other terms occur, etc.



An idea
Co-occurence

Similar words have a similar context (position or role) within the 
sentence.


Some words tend to occur together in a given context (position or 
role).


For example:


Roses are red.


Sunflowers are yellow.



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)

Generally speaking, co-occurrence matrix counts how often things co-
occur in some environment.


The co-occurrence matrix will have specific entities in rows (ER) and columns 
(EC). The purpose of this matrix is to present for each ER if it appears in the 
same context as each EC.


As a consequence, in order to use a co-occurrence matrix, you have to 
define


• your entities (ER)


• and the context in which they co-occur (EC).


In NLP, the most classic approach is to define each entity (ie, lines and 
columns) as a word present in a text (ER), and the context as a sentence or 
its fragment (EC).


This words co-occurrence statistics describes how words occur 
together that in turn captures the relationships between words.



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Co-occurrence  
For a given corpus, the co-occurrence of a pair of words say w1 and w2 is the number of times 
they have appeared together.


Context Window 
What does together mean? No two words can be at the same time in a sentence (in the same 
place). Rather they appear in sequence. So, together means close to each other in some 
subsequence of sequence of words from sentence. 


We define this subsequence defining so-called context window. Context window is specified by a 
number of words to be considered (and the direction).


In the simples approach we can consider bi-grams: word (current word) and the word that follows 
(one word ahead) or precedes that word (one word back). In this case, the context window is 
asymmetrical one word long to the right or left of the current word in co-occurrence counting.


Without specified direction we take into account word's neighbors on both sides. Given some 
word  occurring in the document (sometimes we will call this word as current word), we 
consider the context window "surrounding" . Supposing our fixed window size is , then this is 
the  preceding and  subsequent words in that document, i.e. words   and  

. We build a co-occurrence matrix , which is a symmetric word-by-word matrix in 
which  is the number of times  appears inside 's window among all documents.


Note: In NLP to make context window behave correctly at both ends of sentences and to catch 
context we often add <BEGIN> and <END> tokens to represent the beginning and end of 
sentences, paragraphs or documents.

wi
wi n

n n wi−n, …, wi−1
wi+1, …, wi+n M

Mij wj wi



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Example
In other words, words co-occurrence statistics is computed simply by counting how two or more words occur together in a given corpus. As an 
example of words co-occurrence, consider a corpus consisting of the following documents:


 
Corpus:  
document 1: Roses are red.  
document 2: Sunflowers are yellow.  

Corpus normalized:  
roses are red  
sunflower are yellow  

Vocabulary:  
roses are red sunflower yellow  
 
From normalized corpus we have such a sequences as a result of applying window of size n=1  
 
w-1       w         w+1  
==============================  
          <B>       roses  
<B>       roses     are  
roses     are       red  
are       red       <E>  
red       <E>  
          <B>       sunflower  
<B>       sunflower are  
sunflower are       yellow  
are       yellow    <E>  
yellow    <E>  
 
            <B> roses are red sunflower yellow <E>  
<B>         0   1     0   0   1         0      0  
roses       1   0     1   0   0         0      0  
are         0   1     0   1   1         1      0  
red         0   0     1   0   0         0      0  
sunflowers  1   0     1   0   0         0      0  
yellow      0   0     1   0   0         0      0  
<E>         0   0     0   0   0         1      0



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Example

Corpus:  
document 1: Roses are red.  
document 2: Sunflowers are yellow.  
 
            <B> roses are red sunflower yellow <E>  
<B>         0   1     0   0   1         0      0  
roses       1   0     1   0   0         0      0  
are         0   1     0   1   1         1      0  
red         0   0     1   0   0         0      0  
sunflowers  1   0     1   0   0         0      0  
yellow      0   0     1   0   0         0      0  
<E>         0   0     0   0   0         1      0

If two words are similar in meaning, if they appear in the same 
context, their COM vectors should be closed to each other.




Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
SVD, PCA

In most languages there are lot of words, usually at least 
100,000 and sometimes even 500,000.


The COM matrix, therefore, would be huge and sparse. So 
this is where math comes to play - we seek for the best 
possible approximation for the huge COM matrix in a lower 
dimensional vector space. For this purpose we can use SVD 
or PCA.



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Advantages

• It preserves the semantic relationship between words. i.e 
man and woman tend to be closer than man and apple.


• We may use SVD, which results more accurate word 
vector representations.


• It has to be computed once and can be used anytime 
once computed.


• We don't have to recalculate whole matrix when new 
document is added.


• The co-occurrence matrix plays a fundamental role in 
more advanced method of converting words to vectors 
(for example with Word2Vec algorithm).



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Disadvantages

• It requires huge memory to store the co-occurrence 
matrix.



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Variants
In the simplest case each cell indicates wether the two items 
co-occur or not with true/false or 1/0 flag.


You may change co-occurrence matrix meaning in two ways:


• Redefining rows and columns entities, for example by 
putting nouns in columns and adjective in lines instead of 
every word.


• Redefine what is co-ocurrence. For example:


• You may replace default co-occurence true/false flag with 
the number of times it appears.


• We may also count how many times a pair of words 
occurs together in sentences irrespective of their 
positions in sentences. Such occurrences are called 
skip-bigram frequencies. 



Co-occurrence matrix (COM)
Code

• Code


• lecture_05_03_01.py - general idea, bi-grams 
case (homework).


• lecture_05_03_02.py - general idea, context 
window and SVD to get more accurate results 
(homework).
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